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Welcome to the CoDeSys training module for the DCS800, ABB DC Drives.
If you need help navigating this module, please click the Help button in the top right-hand corner. To view
the presenter notes as text, please click the Notes button in the bottom right corner.
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After completing of this module, you will be able to build an application using programming
language “Structured Text”
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“Structured Text” is a text-based programming language in CoDeSys. It is similar to
PASCAL or C-Code. Several functions are only possible in “Structured Text” because in
graphical languages it is too complex. Function calls and connections between variables are
different from graphical languages. Learning of “Structured Text” is harder than graphical
languages. But after a little bit exercising, programming is faster and more efficient like
graphical languages.
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In graphical languages a call of a function block is easy to do when you put in function
blocks. In a text language the function block isn’t visible at all. You see only a line with
variables and allocations. But with “Structured Text” you can do the same things and more
as with graphical languages.
If you will call a function block from the library type in an instance, for example “FB1”. Then
set brackets and click F2. Now you can select the function block from the library. What you
see inside the brackets are the inputs of the selected function block. Connection between an
input and other functions is possible with variables.
Outputs are not inside the brackets because it is easier to use the instance of the function
block with the selected output.
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Now we look deeper in the function block declaration. If a new instance is created, you can
set the type. To do this use the input assistant, please. Find the several libraries which are
included in item “Standard Function Blocks”. Then select the needed function block from the
list. Therefore, the function block is declared.
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Inside the brackets you can see the several inputs. After the equal sign you can set the
connection variable. It is important to use the exact name of inputs and outputs, otherwise
you get error messages. Outputs mustn’t be declared. For allocation of outputs, use the
instance name, here FB1.
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Next special function are the loops. In “Structured Text” it is easy to define loops directly like
in C-Code or Pascal. Another important function is the “IF-ELSE-Construction”. With this it’s
easy to program switches. Also important is the “CASE-Command”. You can use it for
selections from a volume.
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IF-ELSE construction
• With an IF-ELSE construction it is possible to check conditions for execution of some

code.
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Let’s have a look to the “IF-ELSE-Construction”. Each “IF-Condition” has a boolean
expression to select if the expression is fulfilled. If it’s fulfilled the command will be executed.
Otherwise, the next step is checked. The whole construction ends with the command
“END_IF”. So, you can define a stairs with several steps which can be executed or not.
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Now we change to the “CASE-Construction”. The distinguish between “IF” and “CASE” is
that there is only 1 condition variable. This variable has more than 2 conditions and the
“CASE-Construction” checks the actual state of the variable. Then it comes a decision!
An example is a counter with a defined range. The selection works between the defined
ranges. So, the counter goes up and down and the result is shown at light 1 or 2 if the
counter is inside the defined range.
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The “CASE-Construction” looks like the picture on the right side. We have 1 variable, here
“count”, and the several steps with the defined range. It ends with the command
“END_CASE”.
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Another important function is the “FOR-Loop-Construction”. It have the functionality like a
counter because the loop will be executed as long as the condition is fulfilled. An example is
an upward counter. The user defined the starting point and the end point. Later the loop runs
from the starting point to the end and increase the counter value with each cycle.
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FOR loop construction
• The picture shows the FOR-loop construction.
• It begins with FOR, the initialization value and the limit.
• The command in the loop starts after the DO command.
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WHILE-Loop construction
• While the condition is fulfilled the loop will be executed.
• That means the FOR-Loop is like the WHILE-Loop but without a counter
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WHILE-Loop construction
• An example for a WHILE-Loop shows the picture.
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REPEAT loop construction
• The REPEAT-Loop is like the WHILE-Loop, but the break-off condition will be checked

after an execution.
• This means that the loop will run through at least once, regardless of the wording of the

break-off condition.
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• If you will learn more about CoDeSys application programming, use a course on ABB
Academy, please.
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Thank you for your attention. You may now go ahead and move on to the next unit.


